Disorganized Ring Day Attracts Juniors
by Howard Hochrad
For many Juniors in the Class of '74, the senior ring is a symbol of their years at college and the beginning of their quest to attain a higher education. From the time a student enters college, two of his many goals are to graduate and buy his senior ring. April 12 was the first chance for Juniors to buy their rings. The scene in the lobby of the Student Center was hectic and disorganized. Though it was entertaining and his motions were very expressive, the tempers of some were short for the rush on the stone set and the signature engraved on the stone, or signature engraved on the stone. The rings were played for Juniors to see.

The rings were being made by Josten's, a Minnesota based firm. A man's large 10k yellow gold ring is $75. White or 14k gold, engraved on the stone, or signature engraved on the stone are options at extra cost. There is also a $10 deposit required at time of purchase. Those students who did not place an order for the ring will have a second chance when the representatives from Josten's come to the school on Thursday, April 20. At that date, you still haven't bought the ring and want to do so, you may buy it through the Book Store probably at a higher price than if purchased directly from Josten's.

Wollman Lecture Set For Monday
The School of Business and Public Administration and the Baruch College of Alumni Association will co-sponsor the second Morton Wollman Lecture for the Spring semester. Professor Maxwell Lehman, Director of Special Studies, will speak on "The Charter Revision Commission for New York City, the Elderly, and American Jews." The lecture will be held Monday, April 30, 1973, at 8:30 p.m., in Studio 111 (Main Floor) of the Baruch College Building. The lecture will be held Monday, April 30, 1973, at 8:30 p.m., in Studio 111 (Main Floor) of the Baruch College Building.

Model Seder Sets Example
by Kevin Howard Dubrow
The Jewish Clubs of Baruch held a Model Seder on Thursday, April 12, highlighted by the attendance of Rabbi S. Harari, Associate Rabbi of CCNY. The event was well attended. The 34th Street Building was filled with students, faculty and other invited guests for a memorable religious ceremony and a delicious dinner. The entire Passover Service was conducted in Hebrew and the evening provided learning on Jewish laws, customs and traditions. The speakers included Rabbi Greenberg, who spoke about the traditions of American Jewish Community. The bar and the Haggadah, the prayer book, were the focus of the event. The Seder was the seed of freedom. The beauty of a college play over providing laughter and entertainment for all. The Jewish Clubs of Baruch held a Model Seder on Thursday, April 12, highlighting by the attendance of Rabbi S. Harari, Associate Rabbi of CCNY.

Beame Denounces Keppel Report: Would Diminish Home Rule
Comptroller Abraham D. Beame called on the Legislature on April 3, 1973, to reject the Keppel Commission recommendations because they were "a one-sided attempt to force students at City University of New York to pay tuition." Mr. Beame said the Keppel Commission report also would "diminish home rule in New York City: eliminate for all practical purposes most of the State Legislature's influence in educational matters, and concentrate virtually complete control over all State and local education in the hands of the Governor."

In testimony delivered in Albany before the Legislative Committee on Higher Education, the Comptroller said tuition at CUNY would:

1. encourage thousands of young people from low-income families to enroll in college. The university acts as a buffer to geographic and socio-economic classes. Education is a right for all—rich, middle-income and poor—and not just a privilege for those who can either afford it or be eligible for low-income assistance.

2. undermine a 126-year-old tradition of equal educational opportunity for all New Yorkers.

3. drive many middle-class families out of the City.

Education is a right for all—rich, middle-income and poor—and not just a privilege for those who can either afford it or be eligible for low-income assistance.

The Comptroller also made the point that "Beyond traditional and sociological points of view, Baruch College and the City and State have a high economic stake in maintaining a free tuition policy at City University." The very upward mobility of low-income and middle-income groups—no advance collectively attributable to free colleges—has always meant a direct financial benefit to the City and State governments in terms of additional taxes collectible from higher incomes.

Summer Registration Begins Today
Help Establish the New York Public Interest Research Group
Fight government and corporate irresponsibility, industrial pollution, save our environment.

Sign the Petition
See Ralph Nader - Today at Hunter College, 1:00 P.M.

Newman Club presents
Dean Arthur Brown To Speak On Faculty-Student Communication Thursday April 26th Room 509 12-2 All Invited
With A Little Bit of Hope

Hopefully this will be the only editorial that will have to be written about the two concerning registration periods. We feel that this year's segments (bad enough though, unfortunately) have been better administered. The College has learned from its past mistakes and will make improvements, we hope. Administrators have been advised by many different people and told of the problems at registration. Although they are correct in thinking 'Who are they to tell me how to do my job?' we hope the information fed to them did not go in one ear and out the other. Feedback will be considered.

With the administration's extensive use of the registration system, that is making Baruch an interesting place to be. This year, the various plays and presented dance troupes, operas and concerts were not hurriedly put together. Feedback, if acted upon, tends to improve conditions.

Who Thinks For Whom.

PHILIP ALVAREZ

The Baruch College student body is shaped in the face of a few dozen seniors who have written, in detail, what we should do for the Baruch community, and what we should change. The Student newspaper has heard them echoed by the President of the Student Senate, the students in the College, and the faculty. The problem is that the students who have written theses have not given us an opportunity to hear their position.
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THE OUTSIDER

PIRG and Other Aberrated Monstrosities

Two dollars will buy you three packs of, you've guessed it, Rolaids. If you ever have an upset stomach, you've been instilled with the time-honored advice, as a cure, to carry around a packet of antacid drugs. This is the advice you've been reading for the last 150 years. The advice, according to those who have studied it, is unnecessary. “These days, you have to carry Rolaids everywhere you go because of PIRG,” said a professor at Baruch College. "They've had a nationwide campaign to get people to carry Rolaids everywhere, and now they're making a profit out of it."

But what is PIRG? PIRG stands for the Public Interest Research Group, a nonprofit organization that aims to protect consumer interests. Their mission is to investigate and expose corporate malpractices, advocate for strong consumer protection laws, and promote public awareness of consumer issues.

In this case, PIRG is advocating for the use of Rolaids as a standard treatment for acid reflux, which is a common condition that affects millions of people. They argue that Rolaids are unnecessary and that the government should limit their availability.

On the Horizon:

LAMPORT LEADERS WORKSHOP

Another Ring Day
April 26

If you didn’t get a chance to order your ring last time, here’s your final chance. Tomorrow, April 26, in the Student Center Lobby, Check in the Student Government Office, 104A, or with Mrs. Ros at the lobby desk for exact times.

On the Horizon:

LAMPORT LEADERS WORKSHOP

Abortion Free Placement Program

Central Pennsylvania

200 W 72nd St.

York, R.I.

595-4230

Medicaid Accepted

Free Pregnancy Test

A Non-Profit Organization
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formal meeting with the elders of the Indian Movement (AIM), and their supporters are. 

"There have been a number of attempts to remove Wounded Knee from offices. At a recent in- 

formal meeting with the elders of the Indian Movement (AIM), and their supporters are.

The Battle of Wounded Knee, fought on December 29, 1973, was one of the last major battles 

between the United States government and American Indians. It was fought near the town of 

Wounded Knee, South Dakota, where in 1890, the U.S. Army had massacred hundreds of 

Sioux Indians in a battle that came to be known as Wounded Knee Massacre.

The battle took place during the American Indian Movement's occupation of the town, known 

as the "Wounded Knee Massacre," where thousands of American Indians had gathered to protest 

their treatment by the U.S. government.

The occupation began in 1973 when AIM leader Leonard Peltier, along with other AIM 

members, occupied Wounded Knee, South Dakota, to protest what they believed was 

systemic mistreatment of American Indians by the government.

AIM leaders, including Peltier, had been arrested in connection with the murder of two FBI 

agents at the Wounded Knee reservation in 1972. The occupation began as a way to draw attention 

to the case and to demand justice for the AIM members.

On December 29, 1973, the United States government responded to the occupation by sending 

troops to Wounded Knee. The battle lasted for several days, resulting in the deaths of two FBI 

agents and a number of AIM members.

In the wake of the battle, AIM leaders were charged with conspiracy to commit murder and 

other crimes. The trial was widely publicized and became a symbol of the continuing 

struggle for Indian rights.

After the Wounded Knee massacre, the bodies of the Indians were buried in a mass grave.

The site of the mass grave, pictured left, is a symbol of the ongoing struggle for Indian rights.
America's Last Heroes: The Oglala Independent Nation

By Bill Galik
Mercury Feature Service

"But most important our cause is not an abnormalbid for our state. We are already fairly well along, but we are still very weak and very poorly armed. We have only a few hand guns and rifles, but we are determined to stand and fight."

Wilson Black Elk, grandneph of Black Elk, a participant in the occupation.

Wallace Black Elk, grandson of Black Elk, a participant in the occupation.

The biggest bar in Gallup is owned by Chano deremployment, who makes huge profits off of the problem of Indian exploitation in Gallup. However, non-Indians control most of the other businesses in Gallup. The latter is especially important to the people of Ridgewood and Wounded Knee of which 180 are in the local area.

Wounded Knee, S.D., (LNS) — The occupation of Wounded Knee began on Saturday, April 7, the meeting went well and all weapons, ammunition and explosives be turned in. (The Indian Movement, AIM, and the Wounded Knee Occupation have been shot down by Federal agents, FBI men and 17 were set up; we created a strong coalition, a coalition under the treaty we own the degree manslaughter and freed on BIA area director. The Wounded Knee Movement is the rule, not the exception.

Pine Ridge Reservation has almost 100 shops and other tourist attractions, but nothing has been done to improve the lives of Indians on the reservation involved was that of the tribal chiefs from the Pine Ridge Reservation. Wilson Black Elk, grandson of Black Elk, a participant in the occupation.

By Ify Ridenour
Los Angeles Free Press-LNS.

"I was tried in the Los Angeles Free Press-LNS.

"The biggest bar in Gallup is owned by Chano deremployment, who makes huge profits off of the problem of Indian exploitation in Gallup. However, non-Indians control most of the other businesses in Gallup. The latter is especially important to the people of Ridgewood and Wounded Knee of which 180 are in the local area.
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